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We have studied the loading of gaseous alkali-metal atoms into glass cells held at about 2 K by light-induced
atom desorption ~LIAD!. In LIAD loading, the cell containing dense helium gas and a small amount of alkali
metal is irradiated with cw laser light. This technique has two unique features to be investigated: alkali-metal
atoms are desorbed, even by weak laser irradiation, from the cell walls not covered visibly with alkali metal,
and loading efficiency is much higher below the superfluid transition temperature for the helium inside the cell
than above this temperature. On the basis of extensive experimental studies for Rb presented in this paper, we
give a consistent picture of the loading mechanism: alkali-metal atoms are optically desorbed from alkali-metal
particles on the walls, then transported effectively into the cell volume by helium-gas flow produced by the
continuous evaporation of the helium film, which is supplied by the superfluid-film flow on the walls from the
bulk liquid helium at the bottom of the cell.
DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevA.65.022904 PACS number~s!: 34.50.Dy, 36.40.2c, 67.70.1n
I. INTRODUCTION
The utilization of cold helium allows novel experimental
environments at low temperatures for atomic and molecular
physics @1#. Fascinating features of these cold-helium envi-
ronments are not only the capability of cooling a variety of
sample species, but also the weak perturbation on embedded
atoms and molecules and their own unique properties such as
superfluidity. Some examples illustrating these features are
as follows: the helium-buffer-gas loading of magnetic traps
has made it possible to cool and trap many kinds of atoms
and molecules to which laser-cooling techniques are not ap-
plicable @2#; helium-cluster isolation spectroscopy has pro-
vided rotationally resolved spectra of molecules inside he-
lium clusters @3# and has been used to investigate
superfluidity in the finite quantum system @4#; spin-related
physics experiments have been performed by exploiting the
inertness of cold helium with respect to spin relaxation of
sample species @5#.
In a previous publication @6# we have reported another
interesting application of cold helium: atomic Rb gas cells
held at about 2 K, containing helium buffer gas in saturated
equilibrium with a superfluid helium film coating the cell
walls. An atomic Rb gas with a density of the order of
108 cm23 loaded simply by cw laser irradiation of the cell
resides in the cold cell for approximately 10 s at 1.85 K,
enabling a new class of atomic physics experiments in he-
lium buffer gas at low temperatures. Among them, experi-
ments related to extremely slow spin relaxation for sample
species in cold helium gas would be most promising. This
slow spin relaxation was demonstrated for optically polar-
ized Rb atoms, whose electronic spin relaxation time for pro-
cesses ~such as Rb-He collisions! that do not cause the loss
of the atomic Rb was found to be much longer than the
lifetime ~;10 s! of the gaseous Rb atoms in the cold cell. It
is worth emphasizing that the slow spin relaxation in cold
helium gas is an excellent example of the weak perturbation
on sample species by cold helium.
In the experiment mentioned above, the loading of Rb
atoms into the cell by light-induced atom desorption ~LIAD!
was introduced as a key technique, although the physical
mechanism of LIAD loading remained to be investigated. To
our knowledge, this was the first observation of LIAD at
such low temperatures as about 2 K. Furthermore, LIAD
loading has two unique features: by weak cw laser irradia-
tion, a substantial number of Rb atoms are desorbed not from
Rb metal, such as Rb films or droplets in the cell, but from
transparent glass walls that are not covered visibly with Rb
metal; LIAD loading is considerably effective only when he-
lium gas in the cell liquifies ~below ;1.9 K in the previous
paper!.
In this paper we present a systematic investigation of the
cell-loading mechanism. We measured the dependences of
the number of loaded Rb atoms on the superfluidity of he-
lium in the cell, on the repetitions of loading, on the power
and the wavelength of the loading laser light, and on the
amount of Rb deposited on the wall surfaces. The obtained
experimental results indicate a consistent picture of the load-
ing mechanism: Rb atoms are desorbed from Rb particles on
the cell walls irradiated with laser light. In addition, this laser
light warms the cell walls and causes the continuous evapo-
ration of the helium film, which is supplied by the superfluid
flow on the walls, and subsequently produces helium-gas
flows. By these superfluid-driven gas flows, the desorbed Rb
atoms are effectively transported from the vicinity of the
cold walls into the cell volume through a dense helium gas,
while this dense helium gas serves to confine the embedded
Rb atoms for a long time. Accordingly, we can say that the
cold atomic gas cell also owes its realization by LIAD load-
ing to one of the unique features of the cold-helium environ-
ments, namely, superfluidity.
We add to the concluding section some experimental re-
sults on LIAD loading for other alkali metals ~K, Cs! and on
the conventional laser ablation loading we also attempted.*Email address: yabuzaki@scphys.kyoto-u.ac.jp
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II. EXPERIMENT
We describe in this section the fundamental procedure of
the experiment, that is, how to prepare sample cells and how
to load and observe Rb atoms in the cell cooled to liquid-
helium temperatures. The experimental apparatus is sketched
in Fig. 1~a!.
Cubic sample cells ~2-cm inner sides! made of Pyrex
glass ~1 mm thickness! were filled as follows. The cell was
attached to a glass vacuum system containing a Rb ampoule
and connected to a 4He gas cylinder. The cell was evacuated
to of the order of 1026 torr and outgassed at about 500 K for
a day. Rb metal was then transferred into the cell through
evacuated glass tubes by evaporation and recondensation us-
ing a flame of a torch. The Rb metal was accumulated mainly
in the capillary @see the inset in Fig. 1~a!# connecting the
cubic body of the cell to the evacuated glass tubes. During
this procedure some Rb metal was introduced also into the
cubic body of the cell. As described in Sec. III, the amount of
Rb deposited on the cell walls affected the efficiency of
LIAD loading. Therefore this amount must be controlled by
introducing more Rb metal into the cell or driving excess Rb
metal out of the cell with a torch. In preparation of typical
cells used in the experiment, a small amount of Rb metal was
introduced once so that Rb films were formed on the walls.
Then these films were gradually removed by heating the cell
with the torch just until the films became invisible with the
naked eye. If there were Rb droplets in the cell, they were
also driven out. We describe in Sec. III how the amount of
Rb deposited on the walls affects loading efficiency. After
the amount of Rb was controlled, 4He gas ~purity 99.999%!
was introduced through a liquid-N2-cooled trap for further
purification. When the cell was sealed off at the capillary, its
cubic body was dipped in liquid N2 ~77 K! to increase the
helium gas density, with the helium pressure being kept be-
low 1 atm ~about 730 torr!. The helium gas in the cell filled
in this way had a density of about 931019 cm23 and there-
fore began liquifying at Tc.1.9 K, where its density reached
the saturated vapor density. The superfluid transition of he-
lium in the cell also occurs at almost the same temperature
@7#.
The sealed cells mentioned above were used for most of
the measurements presented here, and they allowed repeated
experiments under the same sample conditions. In addition to
the sealed cells we made a density-controllable cell. The cu-
bic body of this cell was connected to glass and metal tubes,
through which more helium gas could be introduced into the
cell to obtain higher liquifying temperatures than in the case
of the sealed cells.
The cell was mounted in the sample chamber of a pumped
liquid-helium cryostat with optical windows. At liquid-
helium temperatures, the cell was immersed in liquid helium
to minimize the heating of the cell by laser beams directed
through the cell. In particular, superfluid helium can effec-
tively dissipate the applied heat. An atomic Rb gas was
loaded into the cell by directing a cw laser beam ~a loading
beam! through the whole volume of the cell. To observe Rb
atoms loaded into the cell, they were excited by a probe
beam tuned to the 5S1/2→5P3/2D2 transition ~wavelength
780 nm!. Then we monitored the D1 fluorescence at 795 nm
from the 5P1/2 state populated by collisions between Rb at-
oms in the 5P3/2 state and helium gas @see Fig. 1~b!#. The D1
fluorescence was detected with an intensified charge-
coupled-device ~ICCD! camera through bandpass filters to
suppress the large backgrounds due to the scattered laser
radiation. The images recorded with the ICCD camera pro-
vided information about the two-dimensional spatial distri-
bution of the density of the Rb atoms averaged along the
direction of the camera.
The atomic density of the Rb gas in the cell was roughly
estimated by comparing the intensity of the D1 fluorescence
observed at low temperatures and that observed for a satu-
rated Rb vapor ~whose density is known @8#! at room tem-
perature in the cell containing plenty of Rb metal. This esti-
mation required the knowledge of the D2 excitation rate and
of the branching ratio for the D1 fluorescence, which were
varied with temperature. The D2 excitation rate was esti-
mated from the pressure-broadened excitation line profile us-
ing the relation *s(n)dn5pr0c f , where s~n! is the photon-
absorption cross section at a frequency n, r052.82
310213 cm is the classical electron radius, c is the velocity
of light, and f is the transition oscillator strength. The mea-
sured D2 linewidths ~full width at half maximum! were, for
example, ;60 GHz at 293 K and ;12 GHz at 1.85 K @6#.
The D1 branching ratio was measured by observing the D1
and D2 fluorescence simultaneously with a spectrometer
coupled to a CCD detector @6#. The measured ratios were, for
FIG. 1. ~a! Experimental apparatus ~top view!. A cubic cell ~see
the inset! is placed in liquid helium in a cryostat. Rb atoms intro-
duced into the cell with a loading beam are excited with a probe
beam tuned to the D2 transition, and the D1 fluorescence is detected
with an intensified CCD camera. ~b! Energy-level diagram of Rb
relevant to the observation of Rb atoms.
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example, ;0.5 at 293 K and ;0.9 at 1.85 K. In the tempera-
ture range from 1.7 to 2.0 K, where we performed experi-
ments, the D1 fluorescence efficiency ~the D2 excitation rate
times the D1 branching ratio! was about ten times higher
than at room temperature. Therefore the Rb density in this
temperature range was about ten times lower than at room
temperature when the intensities of the D1 fluorescence are
the same. Detailed data required to determine the density of
Rb atoms will be presented in our following publication on
the properties of atomic alkali-metal gases loaded in the cold
cells.
Finally in this section we comment on the power of the
laser beam and the temperature of the cell. Since laser beams
passed through three cryostat windows ~two of which were
antireflection coated! before striking the cell, the beam
power applied to the cell was about 90% of the power out-
side the cryostat. The values of the beam power mentioned in
this paper are those actually applied to the cell.
These laser beams warmed up the cell. During the typical
loading by irradiation with a laser beam of power 180 mW
@9# for 10 s the temperature inside the cell rose by a few tens
of mK. This temperature increase was inferred from an in-
crease of the saturated helium vapor pressure in the cell,
which was measured with a pressure gauge attached to the
density-controllable cell or estimated by measuring the Rb
excitation linewidth broadened by Rb-He collisions. These
two measurements gave the same result. The values of tem-
perature mentioned in this paper are those of liquid helium in
which the cell was placed; this temperature was almost con-
stant even during the loading.
III. RESULTS
Experiments were carried out for many sample cells. Ex-
perimental results obtained for these cells were consistent
qualitatively with each other, although there was a weak cell
dependence. To avoid confusion, we present in this section
experimental data obtained for one typical sealed cell.
Figure 2~a! shows the time evolution of the numbers of
Rb atoms present in the cell when a loading laser beam
~power 180 mW, wavelength 720 nm! is directed through the
whole volume of the cell for 10 s at temperatures above and
below Tc ~1.93 and 1.85 K, respectively!. At both tempera-
tures, the loading begins immediately after the loading beam
is turned on, and the numbers of the loaded Rb atoms almost
reach their maximums in 10 s. After termination of the cell
loading, the gaseous atomic Rb resides in the cell with 1/e
lifetimes of about 10 s, which are considered to be limited
mainly by the movement of the Rb atoms to the cell walls
and the subsequent loss there @6#. These lifetimes were inde-
pendent of the Rb atomic density up to 109 cm23 we attained,
indicating the Rb-Rb two-body loss ~dimer formation! was
negligible. One significant difference clearly seen in Fig. 2~a!
between LIAD loadings above and below Tc is the number
of Rb atoms loaded in 10 s. This number, which is denoted
by NRb in this paper, is about 20 times larger at 1.85 K than
at 1.93 K.
The large difference in loading efficiency can be more
apparently seen in Fig. 2~b!, which shows the number of Rb
atoms present in the cell when the temperature is slowly
decreased with the cell irradiated with the loading beam. The
cell begins to be loaded much more effectively as the cell
temperature falls across Tc , eventually being filled with a
density about 20 times higher than the limiting density above
Tc .
This large jump in loading efficiency was also observed at
the lambda point ~2.17 K! in the density-controllable cell
containing enough helium gas that it is liquified above the
lambda point. Thus we concluded that this notable change in
loading efficiency is related to the superfluid transition of
helium in the cell.
Figure 3 shows a series of images illustrating how the cell
is loaded with Rb atoms below Tc ~at 1.85 K!. Rb atoms are
first desorbed from the cell walls irradiated with the loading
beam, and then transported into the center of the cell along
with gas flows around the bottom corners of the cell, finally
distributed uniformly in the cell in 10 s. The flow speed was
increased with the increase of the loading beam power. It
was increased also when the temperature of the liquid helium
surrounding the cell was increased gradually during the load-
ing of the cell. Therefore the gas flow is considered to be
produced by the heating of the cell. It must be noted that the
direction of the gas flow is opposite to that of ordinary con-
vection produced by heating of the walls. This observed gas
flow is peculiar to the cell held below Tc , while faint but
ordinary convectionlike flows that flowed up along the
heated walls were observed above Tc . Therefore the strong
flow shown in Fig. 3 is probably related to superfluid helium
in the cell. Although investigations for a detailed understand-
FIG. 2. ~a! The time evolution of the numbers of Rb atoms in
the cell when the cell is loaded for 10 s by turning on the loading
beam ~power 180 mw, wavelength 720 nm! at 0 s. ~b! The number
of Rb atoms present in the cell as the cell is cooled gradually by
about 0.03 K per 10 s across Tc.1.9 K, while the loading beam
~power 180 mW, wavelength 720 nm! is kept on. The upper scale
gives the approximate temperature of the cell.
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ing of this unique ‘‘reversed convection’’ are currently un-
derway, we believe that this strong gas flow below Tc plays
an important role in the LIAD loading process, as discussed
in Sec. IV B.
As stated above, LIAD loading is a simple and effective
method. However, the efficiency decreases as the loading is
performed repeatedly. Figure 4~a! displays the decrease of
NRb as 10-s loading is repeated with a loading beam of
power 180 mW and wavelength 745 nm at 1.85 K.
The decreased efficiency can be recovered by warming up
the cell typically above about 200 K and cooling it again. For
warming up the cell, we heated the sample chamber of the
cryostat with a heater mounted inside it, or pulled up the cell
to the uppermost part of the sample chamber, which was
almost at room temperature. The speed of cooling the cell
affected loading efficiency. Such a rapid cooling as the cell
was dipped into liquid helium suddenly from the upper part
of the sample chamber did not recover loading efficiency
enough. We usually cooled the cell down to liquid-helium
temperatures in about an hour.
The dependences of NRb on the power and the wavelength
of the loading laser beam were investigated as well in the
following way. We performed one series of measurements of
NRb for two irradiation conditions, for example, for power A
and B or wavelength A and B, as applying the two conditions
alternately (A→B→A→B→fl). In a series of values mea-
sured in this way, denoted by NA1→NB1→NA2→NB2
→fl , NAn was compared with (NBn211NBn)/2 @NBn was
also compared with (NAn1NAn11)/2# to obtain the relative
loading efficiency ~for A and B! that was almost free from
the decrease of loading efficiency with repetitions of LIAD
loading. Then we heated and cooled the cell to recover load-
ing efficiency and carried out another series of measurements
in the same way except applying the two irradiation condi-
tions in the opposite order (B→A→B→A→fl). We re-
peated the measurements with this procedure for each pair of
the conditions several times and averaged the obtained val-
ues of the relative efficiency for these two conditions. Mea-
suring these relative efficiencies over the wide ranges of the
power and the wavelength of the loading beam, we obtained
the results shown in Figs. 5 and 6.
Figure 5 shows the dependence of NRb on the power of
the loading beam, normalized to the value obtained for
power 180 mW. NRb is approximately proportional to the
power up to 360 mW, with saturation behavior seen at higher
power. One possible explanation for this saturation behavior
is to ascribe the reduction of NRb to the heating of the cell
beyond Tc by laser irradiation. This hypothesis was not sup-
FIG. 3. Images of density distribution of Rb atoms loaded into
the cell when the loading laser beam is turned on at 0 s at 1.85 K.
The ICCD camera is exposed for 0.2 s for one image, for example,
from 0.8 to 1.0 s for the left-top image. Bottom: configuration of
laser beams.
FIG. 4. ~a! The decrease of the number of Rb atoms loaded in 10
s (NRb) as 10-s loading is performed repeatedly with a loading
beam of power 180 mW and wavelength 745 mm at 1.85 K. ~b!
Ratios of NRb obtained by the tenth loading to NRb obtained by the
fourth loading under standard conditions ~power 180 mW, wave-
length 745 nm, temperature 1.85 K, denoted by SC!. The cell is
loaded five times from the fifth to the ninth loading under various
conditions, whose differences from the standard conditions are
noted in the figure. See Sec. IV B for details.
FIG. 5. The number of Rb atoms loaded in 10 s (NRb) as a
function of power of the loading beam, measured at 1.84 and 1.70
K with a loading beam of wavelength 720 nm. Each value of NRb is
normalized to the value for 180 mW at each temperature. The line
shows a linear dependence on the beam power up to about 360 mW.
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ported by our data, since saturation behavior was observed
also at 1.70 K where the cell should not be heated beyond
Tc . Note that the reduction of NRb was apparently observed
when the cell was held just below Tc , where the cell was
easily heated beyond Tc . Another possible explanation is
that the loss rate that may increase with the atomic density
balances with the desorption rate. This also did not seem
correct, since we could achieve higher densities (;5
3108 cm23) of Rb atoms with a 180 mW loading beam in
another cell with higher loading efficiency ~see below! than
the density (;23108 cm23) at which the saturation was ob-
served in Fig. 5. We consider that the saturation may be
related to the critical rate of the helium film flow on the cell
walls, and discuss this idea in Sec. IV B.
Figure 6 shows NRb as a function of wavelength of the
loading beam. The wavelength-dependence profile peaks at
about 700 nm and has an approximately 200 nm width. The
profiles measured for other cells were slightly different, es-
pecially in width, although their peaks were at around 700
nm. As discussed below, these features of wavelength depen-
dence provide important information about the source of de-
sorbed Rb atoms.
We finally describe in this section how the deposition of
Rb on the wall surfaces during the cell preparation affects
loading efficiency. The cell walls not covered visibly with Rb
metal, as prepared in the way described in Sec. II, gave high
loading efficiency. No effective loading was attained when
the loading beam was directed onto the surface of visible Rb
metal such as Rb droplets introduced into the cell. The Rb
films on the cell walls, even though they were so thin that
they could barely be recognized with the naked eye @10#,
were not observed to desorb atoms either. Even when the cell
walls to be irradiated were not visibly covered with Rb
metal, the introduction of Rb droplets into the cubic body of
the cell often reduced loading efficiency. In this case the
amount of Rb deposited on the cell surfaces probably be-
comes larger than in the case of no Rb droplets in the cell.
However the walls from which Rb metal was very carefully
removed with a torch also reduced the efficiency. Therefore a
moderate amount of Rb on the cell surfaces seems to be
required for the high efficiency of LIAD loading, although it
is difficult at present to achieve the desired amount in every
cell preparation since one cannot see it with the naked eye.
Thus loading efficiency was different for every cell. The data
presented in this section were obtained for a cell with a load-
ing efficiency equal to about a quarter of the highest effi-
ciency we have achieved thus far for another cell.
Another feature to be pointed out about the cell conditions
is that the cells used in the experiment have lower atomic
densities at room temperature than a saturated Rb vapor cell.
In the cells used, the density distribution of the atomic Rb
vapor at room temperature was not uniform and the density
of Rb atoms near the Rb metal surface was higher than near
the glass surface, which was observed by ICCD camera im-
aging. This indicates that the wall surfaces were not saturated
with Rb and kept adsorbing ~or absorbing! Rb atoms @13#.
These cell conditions were changing gradually at room
temperature. We stored the cells in liquid N2 when we in-
tended to prevent the change of the cell conditions.
IV. DISCUSSION
On the basis of the experimental results presented above,
we give a consistent picture that can answer two main ques-
tions in the LIAD loading mechanism: What is the source of
desorbed Rb atoms? Why is loading efficiency very effective
below the superfluid transition temperatures?
A. Source of Rb atoms
The dependence of NRb on the wavelength of the loading
laser beam ~Fig. 6! is an indication that Rb atoms are des-
orbed from Rb particles on the walls. In the past Hoheisel,
Vollmer, and Tra¨ger studied extensively atom desorption by
cw laser irradiation from alkali-metal particles ~Na, K! on a
substrate with mean radii of about 5–100 nm @14#. They
reported that the dependence of the desorption rate on the
laser wavelength exhibited a broad ~full width at half maxi-
mum ;100 nm! resonant character, which is similar to our
result. They demonstrated as well that the wavelength depen-
dence of the desorption rate is not dependent so strongly on
the particle size and is dominated mainly by the dipolar
surface-plasmon resonance of the metal particle; this surface-
plasmon resonance contributes to the electric-field enhance-
ment near the particle surface. The resonance frequency v1
of the dipolar surface plasmon for a spherical metal particle





where vp is the volume plasma frequency of the metal and
em is the dielectric constant of a surrounding medium of the
particle @15#. This dielectric constant em can be approxi-
mated by a value between the dielectric constants of glass
~.2! and helium ~.1! for the particle on the cell wall @15#.
Thus if we take \vp53.4 eV ~\ is Plank’s constant divided
by 2p! @16# and em51.4, we have a resonance wavelength of
710 nm, in agreement with the wavelength at the peak of the
resonance profile shown in Fig. 6.
Although it is difficult to determine the particle size from
the wavelength dependence, the above ‘‘Rb-particle’’ picture
is reliable also considering the amount of Rb deposited on
FIG. 6. The number of Rb atoms loaded in 10 s (NRb) as a
function of wavelength of the loading beam, measured with a load-
ing beam of power 110 mW at 1.85 K. The values of NRb are
normalized to its peak value.
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the wall. Rb metal on the walls cannot be seen with the
naked eye and therefore its thickness is less than a few tens
of nanometers on the assumption that it is a continuous film
@10#. In addition, the observed low Rb vapor density near the
glass surfaces of the cell indicates that the cell surfaces are
not covered completely by many layers of Rb. Therefore Rb
metal on the cell surfaces must exhibit a granular structure
~whether discontinuous or continuous!, which is typical
when the amount of deposits is small @17#. Discontinuous,
isolated particles of appropriate sizes, as discussed above,
should provide high desorption rates, since the deposition
rate is dependent on the particle size resonantly @18#. How-
ever much larger particles that may coalesce and become
continuous could be a source of Rb atoms, although it should
provide poor desorption rates. Even in that case the depos-
ited Rb can be regarded as an aggregate of Rb particles in
terms of the desorption caused by the surface-plasmon reso-
nance because of its granular structure, and thus the ‘‘Rb-
particle’’ picture should be valid.
On the basis of the picture that the sources of atoms are
Rb particles, we can interpret the observed dependences of
loading efficiency on the deposition of Rb on the wall sur-
faces and on the repetitions of loading as follows: It is im-
portant, for achieving high LIAD loading efficiency, that Rb
metal is distributed as particles of appropriate sizes on the
surfaces at low temperatures. The more ~or less! Rb is de-
posited on the surfaces when the cell is prepared, the larger
~or smaller! the particles become @14#, resulting in poor load-
ing efficiency. Visible Rb films, which are formed by a far
larger amount of Rb deposits, are not suitable either @19#.
The speed of the cell cooling could affect the particle condi-
tions such as the size distribution and the number of the
desorption sites such as surface defects or roughnesses @14#
from which Rb atoms can be desorbed, although a detailed
model to explain the experimental result on the dependence
of the efficiency on the cooling speed is not clear at present.
The decrease of loading efficiency with the repetitions of
loading, which was also reported in Ref. @14#, is due to the
changes of the Rb particle conditions such as the decrease of
the number of the surface defects or roughnesses. The par-
ticle conditions suitable for LIAD loading are not recovered
~at least quickly! at liquid-helium temperatures, which is in-
dicated by the fact that the decreased loading efficiency was
not recovered by holding the cell at liquid-helium tempera-
tures for as long as 2 h, during which desorbed Rb atoms
should be adsorbed on the walls. Heating the cell and cooling
it down again cause diffusion and reformation of Rb atoms
and particles on the cell surfaces @12#, and consequently re-
cover the original conditions ~and hence the desorption rate!.
It must be noted that the observed LIAD at liquid-helium
temperatures is surprising since the exponential reduction of
the desorption rate with decreasing temperature from room
temperature down to about 150 K has been observed @14,21#.
LIAD at liquid-helium temperatures may be explained by a
weak dependence of the desorption rate on temperature in
the low-temperature range as already seen in Ref. @14# at
about 100 K, where the desorption rate is estimated to be
roughly of the same order as our measured rates if the same
laser power and particle density are assumed. However in
our measurements at temperatures up to 250 K a strong ~ex-
ponential! temperature dependence was not observed. We do
not have a clear idea at present to explain these results and
further investigations would be valuable.
B. Role of superfluidity
We propose that the role of superfluidity in the great in-
crease of loading efficiency below the superfluid transition
temperatures is an efficient transport of desorbed atoms into
the cell by superfluid-driven gas flows, which are shown in
Fig. 3.
We consider the transport process as follows. Without the
gas flows, atoms desorbed from the surfaces of the walls can
hardly diffuse into the cell volume because of their slow
diffusion in the dense helium gas, then eventually recon-
dense on the walls @22#. However, heating the cell walls
covered with a superfluid helium film with laser beams
causes the continuous evaporation of the helium film, which
is supplied by the superfluid flow on the walls from the bulk
liquid helium at the bottom of the cell. This evaporation
produces helium gas flows, which can transport Rb atoms
into the dense helium gas. Note that the amount of vaporized
helium in the cell is about 331019 atoms if the cell is heated
during a typical loading from 1.85 to 1.87 K. This amount is
much larger than that of desorbed Rb atoms and is large
enough to produce gas flows carrying the Rb atoms in the
dense helium gas with a density of about 831019 cm23 at
1.85 K.
To verify this picture, we consider an extreme case that
Rb atoms are introduced into the cell only by diffusion. This
should well model the loading process above Tc . In this
extreme case, Rb atoms desorbed from the walls are thermal-
ized by collisions with helium atoms. The average tempera-
ture change DT of the desorbed atoms per collision with





~m1M !2 ~T2THe!, ~2!
where M and m are the masses of Rb and He atoms, respec-
tively, and T and THe are their temperatures @25#. Accord-
ingly, if we assume that the initial temperature of the Rb
atoms is about 103 K @14#, they require about 102 collisions
with helium atoms of 2 K to be thermalized. Taking an
elastic-collision cross section for Rb-He to be 10214 cm2 and
therefore the mean free path of Rb atoms to be 1026 cm in
helium gas with a density of 1020 cm23, we can estimate that
the desorbed atoms are detached away from the surface of
the wall by at most 1024 cm before being thermalized.
These thermalized Rb atoms then diffuse in the cell. To
estimate how many Rb atoms are introduced into the cell
volume by diffusion, we carried out an analytical calculation
of diffusion in a cubic cell ~2-cm sides!. We assumed that Rb
atoms colliding with the surfaces were condensed, namely, a
zero atomic density at the boundaries. Atom desorption from
one wall and subsequent thermalization by collisions with
helium gas within a distance d from the wall was approxi-
mated by a plane source ~at a distance d from the wall! from
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which atoms were liberated continuously at an assumed rate
of 2.53107 atoms/(cm2 s). The diffusion coefficient was
taken to be 331023 cm2/s, which had been calculated for
Rb atoms in the saturated helium gas at 1.85 K @6#. Figure
7~a! shows the time evolution of the number of atoms
present in the cell, calculated for d51024 cm. We see that
only less than a thousandth of the produced atoms are loaded
into the cell, while the other atoms are lost on the wall.
Therefore it is concluded that the desorbed atoms are hardly
loaded into the cell only by diffusion without support of the
helium-gas flow. However, if the desorbed atoms are de-
tached farther away from the walls by the superfluid-driven
gas flow below Tc , loading efficiency improves. This can be
seen in Fig. 7~b!, where the increase of NRb with increasing
d is displayed. Thus it is shown that the helium-gas flow
produced by the evaporation of the superfluid film can dra-
matically increase loading efficiency.
To verify our model further from a different point of view,
we experimentally examine the picture that the loading effi-
ciency difference at temperatures below and above the super-
fluid transition temperature is not associated with a change in
the desorption rate. For this purpose, the decrease of NRb
with the repetitions of loading under various conditions was
measured @see Fig. 4~b!#. In the same way as the measure-
ments shown in Fig. 4~a!, we performed LIAD loading four
times under standard conditions @beam power 180 mW,
wavelength 745 nm, temperature 1.85 K, denoted by SC in
Fig. 4~d!# and recorded NRb obtained by the last ~namely, the
fourth! loading. We next loaded the cell five times under one
of the various conditions, which were different in power or
wavelength of the loading beam or in cell temperature from
the standard conditions. These differences are noted in Fig.
4~b!. Then we loaded the cell again under the standard con-
ditions ~the tenth loading! and recorded NRb . The two values
of NRb obtained by the fourth and the tenth loading, namely,
measured before and after the cell was loaded five times
under one of the various conditions, were compared to show
the decrease of NRb under the various conditions.
These data can be exploited to confirm our model. The
decrease of NRb with the repetitions of loading indicates, as
mentioned in Sec. IV A, that the desorption rate of Rb atoms
decreases as Rb particles on the walls release Rb atoms.
Therefore the decrease rate of NRb should depend not on the
amount of the loaded atoms but on that of the desorbed
atoms. This is confirmed qualitatively by experimental data
taken at 1.85 K as follows: The beam wavelength ~920 nm!
far away from the resonance center ~700 nm! and the low
beam power ~45 mW! compared to the standard conditions
~745 nm, 180 mW! give small NRb as shown in Figs. 5 and 6,
and this low loading efficiency can be ascribed to the small
desorption rate of Rb atoms ~see Sec. IV A and the discus-
sion about the power dependence below!. In these two cases,
the decrease rates of NRb are smaller than under the standard
conditions as shown in Fig. 4~b!.
On the other hand, above Tc ~at 1.95 K!, although NRb is
about 20 times smaller than at 1.85 K as shown in Fig. 2, the
decrease rate of loading efficiency is larger than at 1.85 K.
This means that the desorption rate at 1.95 K is larger than at
1.85 K, which is very contrary to the reduction of LIAD
loading efficiency by a factor of 20 at 1.95 K. Although the
reason why the desorption rate is higher at 1.95 K is not clear
at present, this result indicates that the increase of loading
efficiency below the superfluid transition temperatures is not
due to the increase of the atom desorption rate, in agreement
with our model.
We finally interpret the dependence of NRb on the loading
beam power ~Fig. 5! on the basis of our picture of the load-
ing mechanism. Assuming a linear dependence of the desorp-
tion rate on the loading beam power, as demonstrated over
four orders of magnitude of power in Ref. @14#, the linear
increase of NRb in the power range of 9–360 mW depends
mainly on the increase of the desorption rate. This implies
that transport efficiency is independent of the beam power in
this power range, although the evaporation rate of the helium
film should increase with increasing beam power until it
reaches the critical rate determined by the critical flow rate of
the film from the bulk liquid helium. One possible explana-
tion is that transport efficiency is saturated already for the
evaporation rates in this power range. If the beam power
exceeds a critical power that makes the film flow rate critical,
the cell walls become dry because the film flowing up the
walls is completely evaporated before it covers the whole
surface of the walls. This can lead to the reduction in trans-
port efficiency and therefore the saturation of NRb shown in
Fig. 5.
To verify this interpretation of the saturation, we make
some evaluations as follows. Taking a critical film flow rate
over a perimeter of length 4 cm @the side length of the cell ~2
cm! times the number of the irradiated walls ~two!# to be 3
31024 cm3/s (731018 atoms/s) @7#, we can estimate the
power necessary to completely evaporate the film flowing up
the two side walls at the critical rate to be about 1 mW @7#.
This power is about a few parts per thousand of the beam
power at which the saturation of NRb was observed, reason-
able in view of the absorbance of the glass cell walls for the
laser beam @26#.
The above explanation of the power dependence seems
reasonable, but would need further examinations by a more
precise characterization for the transport process, which will
be the subject of future investigations.
FIG. 7. ~a! The calculated number of atoms in a cubic cell ~2-cm
sides!. The atoms diffuse into the cell from a plane source
from which atoms are liberated continuously at a rate of
2.53107 atoms/(cm2 s). This plain source is positioned at a dis-
tance d51024 cm from one surface. A zero atomic density at the
boundaries is assumed. The diffusion coefficient is 3
31023 cm2/s. ~b! The number of atoms present in the cell at 10 s
as a function of d.
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V. CONCLUDING REMARKS
In this paper we have presented extensive studies on
LIAD loading of Rb atoms into cold helium-gas cells. On the
basis of our experimental results, we have given a consistent
picture of the LIAD loading mechanism: Rb atoms are opti-
cally desorbed from Rb particles formed on the cell walls
and then transported into the cell by superfluid-driven gas
flows. The resonant profile of the wavelength dependence of
loading efficiency ~Fig. 6! strongly supports this picture of
LIAD. The decrease of loading efficiency with the repeti-
tions of loading ~Fig. 4!, its recovery by heating and cooling
the cell, and the dependence of loading efficiency on the
amount of Rb deposited on the walls are also consistent with
this picture of LIAD considering the results of the past stud-
ies on LIAD from alkali-metal particles in Ref. @14#. The
picture of the transport by the superfluid-driven gas flows
was examined both theoretically ~Fig. 7! and experimentally
@Fig. 4~b!#, and turned out to be fairly reliable. However, in
the future, more quantitative studies should be performed.
For example, preparing the sample of Rb particles with its
size distribution controlled on clean substrates in ultrahigh
vacuum should increase our understanding of the desorption
mechanism at liquid-helium temperatures. Also, a more
quantitative characterization for the superfluid-driven gas
flow ~Fig. 3! and the transport process, which are key to
examine the tentative explanation of the power dependence
~Fig. 5!, would be important. These investigations should
reveal how to obtain high atomic Rb densities, which are
very useful for future applications of the cold cells.
Here we mention preliminary results of our attempts to
load other alkali-metal atoms ~K,Cs! by LIAD. We have
loaded a cell with K atoms successfully and obtained results
almost consistent with the case of Rb. However, it is worth
noting the wavelength dependence of loading efficiency for
K. Its resonant profile was blueshifted ~;210 nm! compared
to Rb, but not so distinguishable from Rb as expected from
the volume-plasmon resonance for K @16#, which is at a
much shorter wavelength ~;250 nm! than for Rb. The ex-
pected difference between Rb and K was probably obscured
by other conditions such as the particle-size distribution @14#.
For Cs, on the other hand, we have not succeeded in LIAD
loading yet, reasons for which are still under investigation.
Finally, we comment on the conventional laser-ablation-
loading method @28# we also attempted. An ablative loading,
namely, irradiating the metal surface or the cell wall covered
slightly with metal with a focused, high peak-power pulsed
laser, could fill the cell with metal vapors. This ‘‘violent’’
method was less dependent on conditions such as cell tem-
perature, sample metal species, and loading repetitions than
the ‘‘gentle’’ LIAD loading method. It was especially useful
to obtain a temporary high atomic density. However one dis-
advantage was that the properties of the produced vapors, for
example, the lifetime of gaseous atoms, were not reproduc-
ible; it seems to depend on the conditions of the tiny surface
area on which the pulsed laser was focused. For different
positions on the surface on which the beam was focused, the
lifetimes of loaded atoms changed in the range between less
than 1 s and almost 10 s even for the same density of atoms
loaded into the cell. This fluctuation may be caused by pro-
duced metal clusters, which can adsorb Rb atoms in the he-
lium gas and reduce their lifetimes; some of these clusters
could actually be observed even by watching the scattered
light from them with the naked eye when the laser ablation
loading was performed.
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